GENERAL NOTES:
1. NOTIFY JASON NEZ or JASON STARR 9AM - 5PM Mon. - Fri. 401-364-3130 ext 6.
2. PROPOSED DOWNSPOUT WITH SPLASH PAD: USE 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (SDR-35) IN RI DEM RULE 32.12.
3. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 6" LAYER OF GRAVEL THAT REQUIRED INV. EL. = 121.00' (SDR-35) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
4. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 2" TRANSPORT LINE OF 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
5. TYPICAL DRY SWALE #3: SUGGESTED TOP OF DOWNSPOUT AT 123.5'± EL. = 127.00'.
6. TYPICAL LOW HEAD PUMP (ORENCO MODEL PF5005): TYPICAL LOW HEAD PUMP (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
7. HIGH HEAD PUMP (ORENCO MODEL PF5005): 6" LAYER OF GRAVEL THAT REQUIRED INV. EL. = 121.00' (SDR-35) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
8. TYPICAL SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: TYPICAL SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
9. TYPICAL TEE NOZZLE WITH 5 DIFFUSORS: TYPICAL TEE NOZZLE WITH 5 DIFFUSORS IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
10. TYPICAL TEE NOZZLE WITH 5 DIFFUSORS: TYPICAL TEE NOZZLE WITH 5 DIFFUSORS IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
11. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
12. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
13. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
14. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
15. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
16. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
17. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
18. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
19. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
20. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
21. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
22. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
23. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
24. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
25. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
26. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
27. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
28. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
29. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
30. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
31. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
32. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
33. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
34. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.
35. 1500 TWO COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK WITH PUMP VAULT: 4" SOLID PIPE CLASS 200 MIN. (ORENCO MODEL PF5005) IN RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RULES IN R.I. CODE 19-15.01.3.16 FOR THE RECIRCULATING FLOWFIELD.